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Conclusions

� The conventional approach, i.e. evaluating CV and bias separately, could miss situations where a batch 

should not have been accepted. Therefore, total error approach should be used.

� In reality, the risk of accepting unacceptable batches was not wide-spread because the precision and 

bias of modern LC-MS bioanalytical assays  (typically single digits) are much better than the minimum 

requirements, e.g. ≤15% and within ±15%, respectively. 

� The failed cases can usually be attributed to inaccurate preparations or outliers.

� Despite their minor differences in magnitude, the different total error approaches are overall similar 

and led to similar conclusions. Therefore, any of them may be used.

Currently, the precision and trueness of a bioanalytical assay in regulated LC-MS

bioanalysis are usually evaluated separately using %CV and %bias (or %nominal), e.g.

within 15 and ±15, respectively. Despite its wide use, this approach has long been

criticized for its inability to balance lab-customer risks adequately. To remedy this,

several different approaches based on total error concept (precision and trueness

combined) have been proposed. However, disagreements exist regarding their

respective effectiveness/usefulness. Therefore, it is very much desirable to perform a

large-scale retrospective evaluation of different regulated LC-MS bioanalysis projects

to find out: a) how serious the aforementioned risks might be in reality; and b) how

much difference different total error approaches would make.
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a) A total of 28 projects (14 validations + 14 studies) were randomly selected from two 

GLP labs, which included 14 different analytes in whole blood or plasma matrices 

extracted by PP, LLE, SPE, or SLE.

b) Using the same concentration data for QCs, four different total error approaches 

were compared. The statistical calculations were performed using an validated in-

house developed MATLAB codes.

i. SFSTP’s β-expectation approacha

Defines an interval where each future result has 90% (β=0.9) of chance to fall. Abbreviated as SF in figures. 

i. Hoffman & Kringle’s γ-confidence β-content approachb

Defines an interval that contains 66.7% (β=0.667) of future results with 90% of confidence (γ=0.9). Abbreviated 

as HK in figures.

i. Saffaj & Ihssane’s β-content and measurement uncertainty approachc,d

Defines an interval that contains 95% of future results with an uncertainty within the acceptance limit. 

Abbreviated as SI in figures.

i. Risk profile (the probability a measurement will fall outside the acceptable 

limits) approach by Dewé et al.e

The maximum risk level was fixed with a priori of  5%.
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�Very similar bias profiles were obtained by β-expectation, β-content, and uncertainty approaches.

�Results from risk profile approach also match those of other total error approaches.

� 9% (5 out of 56) QC levels failed as per total error approaches.

Notes: Each validation has 4 QC levels (LLOQ, QC1 to QC3), represented by 4 consecutive QC sequence numbers. H: upper bias limit; L: lower 

bias limit.; Cycled points: bias outside acceptance criteria (±20% for LLQC or ±15% for others).

Investigation on Failed QC Levels

�Very similar bias profiles were obtained by β-expectation, β-content, and uncertainty approaches.

�Results from risk profile approach also match those of other total error approaches.

� 4% (2 out of 54) QC levels failed as per total error approaches.

Notes: Each production project has 4 QC levels (except for the last two with only 3 QC levels), represented by 4  or 3 consecutive QC sequence 

numbers. H: upper bias limit; L: lower bias limit.; Cycled points: bias outside acceptance criteria (±15%).

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Overall

QC1 (sequence no. 50, passed) 0.9 (2.2) -0.3 (4.5) -1.5 (1.4) -4.0 (5.0) -2.4 (5.5) -1.5 (4.1)

QC3 (Sequence no. 52, failed) -3.2 (1.7) -2.9 (2.2) -8.6 (1.8) -10.2 (3.3) -12.3 (3.8) -7.4 (4.8)

Nominal conc. (ng/ml) Measured conc. (ng/ml)
Bias% (CV%)

All Outlier excluded

1.50 (Sequence no. 9) … 1.55, 1.50, 2.36, 1.48, 1.46, 1.52, 1.56, 1.52, 1.52, 1.47 … (n=60) 3.0 (8.9) 2.1 (5.6)

�For validation, the failures can all be attributed to suspected inaccurate preparations (Table 1).

�For production, the failures are all associated with suspected outliers (Table 2).

Table 1. An example of failed QC level in validation

Table 2. An example of failed QC level in production

Notes: Values in the table are %bias and %CV (inside the brackets). The highlighted ones indicate borderline preparations.

Note: The highlighted value is an outlier.


